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Abstract

Hoarding is a serious and potentially life-threatening mental health problem that, until recently, was considered a subtype of OCD. However, recent research suggests it is distinct and more prevalent than OCD. Three key defining features have emerged in factor analytic studies of hoarding scales: excessive acquisition, difficulty discarding, and excessive clutter. Covariation among these defining features has received limited attention. The primary aim of the current study was to examine the role of the three key features in defining hoarding disorder. Convergent and discriminant validity of the three hoarding factors were examined in a multitrait-multimethod matrix. A secondary aim was to examine the extent to which each hoarding feature distinguished individuals meeting criteria for hoarding from those with OCD and community controls. Although the three-factor model provided an adequate fit for the data and convergent validities were high, the hoarding factors evidenced poor discriminant validity across measures. The findings provide preliminary support for a more parsimonious merging of the clutter, acquisition, and discarding subscales versus parsing out subscale scores. Specifically, the active acquisition of items, buildup of clutter, and difficulty discarding accumulated possessions co-occurred strongly enough to be considered a unidimensional construct. Thus, these symptoms were less attributable to separate phenomena and better conceived as part of a cohesive hoarding phenotype. Each of the three factors discriminated hoarding participants from OCD patients and community controls, but did not discriminate the latter two groups. The findings have implications for treating acquisition as a specifier in DSM-5.
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Hoarding is a serious and potentially life-threatening mental health problem with many harmful repercussions for sufferers and their families (Tolin et al., 2008a, 2008b). Symptoms of hoarding are highly prevalent, affecting an estimated 2 to 6% of the population (Iervolino et al., 2009; Mueller et al., 2009; Samuels et al., 2008; Timpano et al., 2011), and appear to be heritable, with 50% of their variance attributable to genetic factors (Iervolino et al., 2009). Mean age of onset estimates range from 11 to 15 years, and symptoms typically begin to manifest between middle adolescence and adulthood (Grisham, Frost, Steketee, Kim, & Hood, 2006; Tolin et al., 2010). Compared to non-hoarding patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), those with hoarding endorse lower satisfaction in the quality of life domains of personal safety and living conditions in addition to more severe functional impairment (Saxena et al., 2011), the latter holding especially true among those with late-life hoarding (Ayers, Schiehser, Liu, & Wetherell, in press). Hoarding problems have historically responded poorly to treatment (Steketee & Frost, 2003), although cognitive-behavior therapy adapted for hoarding has shown promise (Steketee, Frost, Tolin, Rasmussen, & Brown, 2010).

Until very recently, hoarding was thought of as a subtype of OCD (Mataix-Cols et al., 2010). Hoarding and OCD share some phenomenological similarity in that the characteristic fear of losing important things appears similar to obsessions, the avoidance of discarding may be functionally similar to compulsions, and excessive concern over other people touching or moving one’s possessions resembles symmetry obsessions. Moreover, significant correlations have been found between hoarding and other OCD symptoms (see Mataix-Cols et al., 2010), and people with hoarding problems report more OCD symptoms than do those without such symptoms (Frost et al., 1996).

However, hoarding and OCD differ in a number of ways. Unlike OCD, people who hoard experience distress largely because of the consequences of the behavior (e.g., cluttered rooms, conflict with authorities over the clutter) and not the thoughts about possessions. With hoarding, there is no urge to perform rituals to control a thought. Hoarding is often associated with positive emotions (during acquisition and reviewing saved items) and grief at attempts to discard, emotions that are seldom part of OCD (Frost et al., 2011). Furthermore, substantial numbers of people with hoarding problems have no other OCD symptoms. Frost et al. (2011) reported that among a large sample of hoarding patients, only 18% met diagnostic criteria for OCD, with higher rates of comorbidities for depression, generalized anxiety disorder, and social phobia. Tolin and colleagues (2011) reported hoarding symptoms in 29% of GAD patients, compared to only 17% of OCD patients. Finally, although hoarding symptoms may correlate with OCD symptoms, the magnitude of these correlations is much smaller than correlations among more classic symptoms of OCD (Abramowitz et al., 2003). Other evidence of its distinctiveness comes from genetic (Samuels et al., 2007a, 2007b), neuroimaging (An et al., 2009; Saxena et al., 2004; Tolin et al., 2009; Tolin et al., 2012), and treatment outcome studies (Abramowitz et al., 2003). These features have led to the recommendation that hoarding be considered a separate disorder in the revision of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (Mataix-Cols et al., 2010).

As first proposed by Frost and Hartl (1996), clinical hoarding consists of (a) acquisition of and difficulty discarding a large number of personal items, especially those of limited value or utility, due to strong urges to save items and/or avoid distress, (b) cluttered personal living space (e.g., at home or in occupational settings) resulting from the accumulation of possessions, and (c) clinically significant distress, functional impairment, and/or risks to health and safety associated with hoarding. This tripartite definition emerged from a body of research on both clinical and non-clinical cases of hoarding using self-report measures and clinical interviews (e.g., Frost & Gross, 1993; Frost, Hartl, Christian, & Williams, 1995;
Embedded in these clinical criteria are three key defining features that have emerged in factor analytic studies of hoarding scales, namely, excessive acquisition, difficulty discarding, and excessive clutter (Frost, Steketee, & Grisham, 2004).

The Frost and Hartl (1996) tripartite hoarding formulation was further elaborated and refined in the recommended criteria for hoarding disorder (HD) drafted for the forthcoming fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5). As discussed by Mataix-Cols and colleagues (2010), the proposed DSM-5 criteria treat excessive acquisition as a diagnostic specifier in light of evidence that (a) this symptom has not been detected among all individuals with compulsive hoarding (Frost, Tolin, Steketee, Fitch, & Selbo-Bruns, 2009), and (b) excessive acquisition may be more strongly related to the content of obsessions in some OCD cases, which may result in some degree of criterion contamination. In contrast, the original tripartite definition included acquisition as a key feature of hoarding, which remains tenable given that a large majority of participants with hoarding appear to meet criteria for excessive acquisition via both self-report and observations submitted by family informants (for details, see Frost et al., 2009).

Further bolstering the reliability and validity of the proposed HD criteria was a recently completed London field trial, which included semi-structured diagnostic assessments of participants suffering from severe HD symptoms (Mataix-Cols, Billotti, Fernández de la Cruz, & Nordsletten, 2013). Of the 50 participants reporting HD symptoms, 29 met DSM-5 HD criteria, whereas none of the self-identified “collectors” met criteria. Results revealed predominantly high sensitivities (range = .64 to 1), specificities (range = .98 to 1), and inter-rater reliabilities (.68 to .97) for the overall HD diagnosis as well as each individual criterion. In addition, most participants diagnosed with HD perceived the proposed DSM-5 criteria as useful and not overly stigmatizing. Also, consistent with results from the Frost et al. (2009) study, 95–100% of the HD cases met criteria for the excessive acquisition specifier (Mataix-Cols et al., 2013), which offers further evidence of the general ubiquity of this symptom among individuals with HD.

Despite ongoing advances in hoarding research since the late 1990s, inadequacies in both defining and measuring the construct of hoarding remain unaddressed. Specifically, although most pertinent subscales contained in popular measures of OCD symptoms evidence sound psychometric properties (e.g., the Obsessive-Compulsive Inventory-Revised [OCI-R; Foa et al., 2002]; Schedule of Compulsions, Obsessions, and Pathological Impulses [SCOPI; Watson & Wu, 2005]; Vancouver Obsessional Compulsive Inventory [VOCI; Thordarson et al., 2004]; and Yale-Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale [Y-BOCS; Goodman et al., 1989]), item development for older measures was not informed by recent advances in research. Thus, the lack of inclusion of the three key hoarding dimensions (Frost & Hristova, 2011) compromises construct validity for these instruments. For example, the categorical Y-BOCS hoarding items (Goodman et al., 1989) do not tap the key symptom domains originally outlined by Frost and Hartl (1996), and the Hoarding Subscale of the original OCI did not reliably differentiate healthy from pathological acquisition of possessions (Foaa et al., 1998). Item content inconsistencies across different measures, both old and new, are likely partly to blame for the wide variability observed in comorbidity patterns (see Frost, Steketee, & Tolin, 2011), adding further confusion to the literature.

Covariation among the three defining facets of hoarding (viz., excessive acquisition, clutter, and difficulty discarding) has also received limited attention in recent years. Using a large sample of hoarding participants, Frost et al. (2004) conducted a psychometric investigation of the Saving Inventory-Revised (SI-R), which revealed moderate degrees of interrelatedness among the hoarding factors. Specifically, acquisition was modestly correlated with clutter ($r = .31$) and difficulty discarding ($r = .45$), whereas clutter was more
strongly associated with discarding problems \((r = .56).\) Moreover, the five items comprising the Hoarding Rating Scale-Interview (HRS-I; Tolin, Frost, & Steketee, 2010), which cover the same core features of hoarding in addition to emotional distress and functional impairment, were strongly correlated with one another \((r = .77 \text{ to } .91).\) Further research is needed to clarify the magnitude and stability of associations among these domains, preferably beyond exclusively self-report measures (e.g., additional semi-structured interviews).

The primary aim of the current study was to examine the role of the three key features of hoarding in psychometrically delineating the disorder through the use of multiple ratings of degrees of clutter, acquisition, and discarding across three different measures. As such, this study represents one of the first hoarding studies using multi-method assessment. The use of multiple hoarding assessment techniques addresses suggestions and limitations noted in previous studies (e.g., Grisham et al., 2006; Wu & Watson, 2005), namely, the supplementation of self-report ratings with data gleaned from observational assessments (e.g., semi-structured clinical interview data provided by HRS-I). Through an assessment of the convergent and discriminant validity of the three hoarding factors in a multitrait-multimethod matrix (see hypothesized measurement model illustrated in Figure 1), the nature of hoarding symptoms may be more clearly illuminated via triangulation, which aids in circumventing inaccuracies known to arise from self-evaluations of hoarding symptoms (e.g., Frost & Gross, 1993).

A secondary aim was to reveal the extent to which each hoarding feature distinguished individuals meeting criteria for hoarding from those with OCD and community controls (see Figure 2 for hypothesized measurement model). Given the aforementioned research findings pointing to a clear differentiation of hoarding from OCD, it was hypothesized that the hoarding group would score higher on measures of clutter, acquisition, and discarding compared to OCD patients and community controls.

**Method**

**Participants**

Hoarding participants were recruited from health and mental health clinics, newspapers, informational websites, and through investigator media appearances. OCD participants were recruited from anxiety and mental health clinics, as well as media and advertisements. Community controls were recruited through newspaper and internet advertisements for people without a psychiatric history and were not permitted to meet criteria for any mental health disorder, except for a diagnosis of specific phobia. Recruitment and all assessments took place at Boston University and Hartford Hospital.

All participants were 18 years of age or older. Inclusion in the Hoarding (HD) group required interviewer ratings of moderate or greater clutter, difficulty discarding, and either distress or impairment from hoarding on the HRS-I. In addition, the clutter and difficulty discarding could not be attributed to another OCD symptom (e.g., contamination, checking). Of note, hoarding was not required to be the principal (i.e., most severe) clinical difficulty for the HD group. OCD participants, on the other hand, had a principal DSM-IV diagnosis of OCD (non-hoarding) as determined by trained diagnostic interviewers using the Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule for DSM-IV: Lifetime Version (ADIS-IV-L; Di Nardo, Brown, & Barlow, 1994). Concurrent hoarding symptoms were required to be below moderate levels (i.e., not qualify for HD group) based on the HRS-I.

Study candidates were excluded if they (a) reported suicidal ideation or other risk factors requiring immediate attention, (b) had current psychotic symptoms, (c) reported substance
abuse or dependence within the past 3 months, or (d) showed significant cognitive impairment such as mental retardation or dementia (assessed using the Orientation-Memory-Concentration Test; Katzman et al., 1983) that could compromise their ability to provide informed consent or complete the assessments. Forty-four people (30 HD and 14 OCD) were excluded from the study because their symptoms were sub-clinical, 26 for whom OCD was not their principal diagnosis, and 12 with comorbid exclusionary diagnoses (e.g., psychosis, substance abuse, etc.). The initial sample of participants included 217 with hoarding, 96 with OCD, and 130 community controls.

Measures

Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule for DSM-IV: Lifetime Version (ADIS-IV-L)—The ADIS-IV-L (Di Nardo, Brown, & Barlow, 1994) is a semi-structured diagnostic interview that assesses the presence and severity of DSM-IV anxiety, mood, substance use, and somatoform disorders. It also screens for the presence of other major Axis I symptoms (e.g., hallucinations and delusions). Inter-rater reliability of ADIS-IV-L ratings is good-to-excellent across current anxiety disorders (range of $\kappa$s = .67 to .86; Brown, Di Nardo, Lehman, & Campbell, 2001).

Hoarding Rating Scale-Interview (HRS-I)—The HRS-I is a semi-structured interview consisting of five questions designed to measure the central features of hoarding (Tolin et al., 2010). Each question is scored on a scale ranging from 0 (“not at all”) to 8 (“extreme”) to indicate the presence and severity of symptoms. Three of the five questions pertain to the critical components of hoarding (i.e., clutter, difficulty discarding, and excessive acquisition), whereas the remaining two questions gauge degrees of distress and interference associated with reported hoarding. Through the use of optimal cutting scores determined by signal detection analysis (i.e., receiver operating characteristic curves), the HRS-I effectively distinguishes hoarding patients from community controls and OCD patients without significant hoarding symptoms (Tolin et al., 2010). HRS-I scores also evidence high test-retest reliability (albeit with some variance over settings and time) and strong internal consistency, although inter-rater reliability data are currently lacking (see Tolin et al., 2010). In addition, strong associations have been observed between HRS-I and SI-R total scores, as well as among SI-R items corresponding to specific hoarding features and HRS-I items tapping the same content (e.g., for acquisition, clutter, and discarding), although weaker total-score correlations are evident with general OCD, anxiety, and depression symptoms (Tolin et al., 2010). Of note, HRS-I ratings are sensitive to changes observed during the course of cognitive-behavioral treatment targeting symptoms of hoarding (Steketee et al., 2010).

Obsessive-Compulsive Inventory-Revised (OCI-R)—The OCI-R (Foa et al., 2002) is an 18-item self-report measure of OCD symptom severity. The OCI-R comprises six subscales: obsessing, checking, neutralizing, ordering, washing, and hoarding. Only the 3 items in the hoarding subscale were used in the present investigation (“I collect things I don’t need”, “I have saved up so many things that they get in the way”, and “I avoid throwing things away because I am afraid I might need them later.”).

Saving Inventory-Revised (SI-R)—The SI-R (Frost et al., 2004) is a 23-item self-report questionnaire designed to measure symptoms of hoarding. It consists of three subscales (viz., Clutter, Difficulty Discarding, and Excessive Acquisition), and items are scored on a scale of 0 to 4 with total scores ranging from 0 to 92. Optimal cutoff scores have been established using signal detection analysis for distinguishing clinically significant from sub-clinical levels of hoarding (see Tolin et al., 2010). SI-R subscales and total scores successfully differentiate hoarding patients from non-hoarding community controls (Frost et
al., 2004), evidence both strong convergent (Frost et al., 2004; Frost, Steketee, Tolin, & Renaud, 2008; Tolin et al, 2010) and discriminant (Frost et al., 2004) validity, and reflect reductions in symptom severity attributable to the effects of cognitive-behavioral treatment (Steketee et al, 2010).

**Procedure**

The present study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards at Smith College, Boston University, and Hartford Hospital. All participants signed an informed consent form prior to the start of the study at data collection sites at Boston University or The Institute of Living/Hartford Hospital. Clinical interviews were conducted by Master’s-level clinical psychologists or postdoctoral fellows trained to criteria using the ADIS-IV-L and supervised by licensed psychologists. The assessment battery consisted of 4–8 hours of assessment that included interviews and questionnaires not used in the current study, including measures of non-hoarding related constructs. While some participants were able to complete the assessment in one session, most participants required two or sometimes three sessions.

**Data Analysis**

A latent variable software program with maximum likelihood estimation capabilities (Mplus 5.0, Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2009) was used to analyze the raw data. To evaluate overall goodness of fit for the correlated uniqueness confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and subsequent regression analyses, the following indices were utilized: (a) the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA; Steiger, 1990) with a 90% confidence interval (90% CI; MacCallum, Browne, & Sugawara, 1996), which adjusts for model parsimony, (b) the comparative fit index (CFI; Bentler, 1990) and Tucker-Lewis index (TLI; Tucker & Lewis, 1973), both of which determine fit relative to a null, independence model, and (c) the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) statistic, which gauges absolute fit (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1986). Regarding acceptability of model fit, the following guidelines were followed: (a) RMSEA values close to or below .08 with upper 90% CI close to or below .08, (b) CFI and TLI values close to or above .95, and (c) SRMR values close to or below .08 (Hu & Bentler, 1999). Multiple fit indices were used because these comprise a conservative and reliable evaluation strategy that provides different information regarding degrees of fit (Brown, 2006; Jöreskog, 1993).

The measurement models constructed in this study include latent factors defined by multiple indicators. For example, the multitrait-multimethod (MTMM; cf. Marsh & Grayson, 1995) measurement model used to evaluate convergent and discriminant validity of hoarding features includes three different measures (viz., the OCI-R, SI-R, and HRS-I) assessing the same symptoms (viz., acquisition, clutter, and discarding). This approach permits the estimation of measurement error, the incorporation of an error theory into the model, the estimation of construct validity, and the enhancement of statistical power (Marsh & Hau, 1999). With regard to testing the MTMM model, a correlated uniqueness approach (i.e., estimation of method effects via specification of error covariances based on the same assessment methods) will be employed in lieu of a correlated methods approach (i.e., estimation of method effects via specification of method factors). Advantages of the former modeling technique include rare incidence of improper solutions and suspension of the assumption of unidimensional method effects (cf. Brown, 2003; Marsh & Grayson, 1995).

**Results**

**Descriptive Statistics**

Descriptive statistics for participants are presented in Table 1. All three groups had similar age ranges, but the OCD group had a significantly lower mean age, $F(2, 399) = 87.90, p < .
001, than the hoarding and community control groups. Gender distribution also varied
significantly across groups, \( \chi^2 (2) = 31.6, p < .001 \); hoarding and community control
participants included more women, whereas men and women were almost equally
represented in the OCD sample. With regard to ethnicity, all three groups had similar small
numbers of non-Caucasian and Hispanic participants.

MTMM Matrix

A three-trait (T) by three-method (M) multitrait-multimethod (MTMM) matrix was used to
evaluate the construct validity of the tripartite structure of hoarding (i.e., clutter, acquisition,
and discarding) as measured by three different assessment methods (i.e., SI-R, OCI-R, and
HRS-I) for the sample. This approach also permits the estimation of method effects, or the
degree to which construct multidimensionality is attributable to indicator artifacts (e.g.,
similarly worded items) versus genuine trait covariance. In the 3(T) × 3(M) correlation
matrix depicted in Table 2, monomethod blocks contain correlations among indicators
assessed by the same method, whereas heteromethod blocks consist of indicator correlations
measured by different methods.

Correlated Uniquenesses CFA

A correlated uniqueness CFA model (cf. Marsh & Grayson, 1995) was conducted using
robust maximum likelihood estimation (i.e., MLR; maximum likelihood with robust
standard errors and chi-square) to analyze the MTMM data more formally (see Figure 1).
The nine indicators correspond to each hoarding dimension (i.e., clutter, acquisition, and
discarding) as measured by each assessment method, and each indicator was specified to
load on its corresponding trait factor with all cross-loadings fixed to zero. Correlated
uniquenesses (i.e., error covariances) were specified among indicators sharing the same
assessment method to estimate method effects. Correlations among hoarding factors were
freely estimated.

The correlated uniqueness CFA model provided a good fit to the MTMM data, \( \chi^2 (15) = 58.03, p < .001 \); RMSEA = 0.08, 90% CI = 0.062 – 0.11; SRMR = .02; CFI = .98; TLI =
0.96. An examination of fit diagnostics (i.e., standardized residuals and modification
indices) did not reveal salient areas of strain in the solution. All completely standardized
parameter estimates were statistically significant (p < .01) with the exception of three
correlated uniquenesses for the SI-R indicators.

Adjusting for measurement error and method effects, results indicated strong convergent
validities for the SI-R, OCI-R, and HRS-I measures of the three hoarding dimensions as
evidenced by large and statistically significant (p < .001) trait factor loadings (range = .84
to .98). However, poor discriminant validity was apparent among the hoarding dimensions
as evidenced by strong and significant (p < .001) trait factor correlations (range = .92 to .95).
Of note, the magnitude of the trait factor correlations closely approximated or exceeded
most of the trait factor loadings. For example, the lowest trait factor correlation (r = .92)
alone exceeded four of the nine trait factor loadings (range = .84 to .90). Correlated
uniquenesses among indicators assessed by the same method ranged from low to moderately
high (rs = .02 to .50). Method effects were strongest for the HRS-I measures of the hoarding
dimensions (rs = .38 to .50) and weakest for the SI-R measures of the three constructs (rs = .
02 to −.32). Collective results suggest mixed evidence for the construct validity of hoarding
as revealed by strong convergent validity, poor discriminant validity, and mild-to-moderate
method effects.
Regression Analyses

In the final set of analyses, the hoarding factors from the MTMM measurement model were regressed onto dummy codes ($k - 1$) representing the hoarding, OCD, and community control groups using robust maximum likelihood estimation (see Figure 2). Two separate analyses were conducted, the first with the community control group serving as the reference group, and the second with the hoarding group as the reference group. In both analyses, the correlations between the covariates were freely estimated (i.e., the hoarding group with the OCD group in the first analysis and the control group with the OCD group in the second analysis).

The correlated uniqueness CFA model provided an acceptable fit to the MTMM data, $\chi^2(27) = 165.31, p < .001$; RMSEA = 0.11, 90% CI = 0.10 – 0.13; SRMR = .02; CFI = .96; TLI = 0.92. Inclusion of the covariates (i.e., group dummy codes) did not perturb the factor structure, and no salient areas of strain in the solution were present. Of note, the observed RMSEA value fell slightly beyond the range of mediocre fit as specified by MacCallum et al. (1996), and the TLI value fell within the marginal (albeit acceptable) range (see Bentler, 1990). However, in light of the absence of substantively important areas of strain, the RMSEA and TLI values are likely explained by the inevitable presence of additional parameter estimates in the correlated uniquenesses CFA-MTMM model (i.e., high parameterization) in tandem with the presence of several non-significant parameter estimates that needed to remain in the model for substantive purposes (e.g., the trait factors regressed onto group dummy codes). To clarify the effect of high parameterization for unfamiliar readers, the inclusion of more variables in a CFA-MTMM model increases the number of factor-variable associations. The increased number of constraints placed on these factor-variable relationships (e.g., more are set to zero) renders models of this nature more falsifiable.

Using control participants as the reference group, the hoarding group evidenced significantly higher scores on clutter ($\gamma = 22.32, p < .001$), acquisition ($\gamma = 11.72, p < .001$), and discarding ($\gamma = 14.60, p < .001$) than the control group. Using the hoarding participants as the reference group, the OCD group obtained significantly lower scores on clutter ($\gamma = -22.61, p < .001$), acquisition ($\gamma = -11.52, p < .001$), and discarding ($\gamma = -13.42, p < .001$) relative to the hoarding group. Each latent variable was in the metric of the corresponding SI-R subscale. For the measurement portion of the model, completely standardized correlated factor residuals ranged from .75 to .83 ($ps < .001$), factor loadings ranged from .85 to .97 ($ps < .001$), and correlated indicator residuals ranged from .19 to .47 (range of $ps < .001$ to .10). Effect sizes separating the hoarding group from the control group were large (Cohen’s $ds = 1.62$ to $1.81$) as were effect sizes separating the hoarding and OCD groups (Cohen’s $ds = -1.60$ to $-1.83$). In contrast, the OCD group did not significantly differ from the control group on any outcome, and the magnitude of these differences was negligible (Cohen’s $ds = -0.02$ to 0.14).

Discussion

The current study sought to investigate the construct validity of hoarding using interview and self-report instruments in a multitrait-multimethod matrix. Although the model provided an adequate fit for the data and convergent validities were high (i.e., the three different measures of hoarding features were strongly interrelated while adjusting for method effects), the hoarding factors evidenced poor discriminant validity. These findings preliminarily call into question the psychometric distinctiveness of the three hoarding dimensions and provide tentative support for a more parsimonious merging of the clutter, acquisition, and discarding subscales (versus parsing out subscale scores) in the context of clinical outcome prediction. Thus, the active acquisition of items, buildup of clutter, and difficulty discarding...
accumulated possessions may co-occur strongly enough to be considered a unidimensional construct.

As posited in earlier studies (e.g., Frost et al., 2011), these symptoms appear to be less attributable to separate (i.e., comorbid) conditions and better conceived as part of a cohesive hoarding phenotype. The process (i.e., underlying causes) leading people with hoarding problems to retain possession of objects may be the same one leading to their excessive acquiring. This has implications for the DSM-5 designation of excessive acquisition as a specifier instead of a diagnostic criterion for HD. Existing research suggests that in a small number of hoarding cases, patients deny excessive acquiring (Frost et al, 2009; 2011). However, discrepancies between individual and observer accounts of acquiring problems suggest that recognition and reporting of excessive acquiring may be impaired in people with hoarding problems (Black, 2011; Frost et al, 2009). Recent evidence suggests that even hoarding participants who deny acquiring problems avoid situations containing acquiring cues (Frost, Rosenfield, Steketee, & Tolin, 2012). A closer examination of acquiring behaviors in HD is warranted to further clarify the nature of the hoarding phenotype.

At this point, it is important to recognize that although a more omnibus theoretical conceptualization of hoarding may turn out to be more informative and psychometrically expedient in research applications (e.g., in the context of etiological and predictive considerations), clinically useful information may still be gleaned from more domain-specific assessments of hoarding symptoms in treatment settings. For example, questions pertaining to different behavioral aspects of hoarding (e.g., excessive acquisition and difficulty discarding) as well as problematic consequences (e.g., a cluttered home environment) remain descriptively relevant for case conceptualization and treatment planning purposes. In this sense, our findings should not be misconstrued as suggesting that information contained within the tripartite definition of hoarding is clinically or conceptually redundant, although partitioning the data in this fashion may remain statistically redundant in future studies. On the other hand, a unitary factor score may prove useful in actuarial prediction scenarios in applied practice (e.g., when attempting to ascertain the likelihood of discrete clinical outcomes; see Dawes, Faust, & Meehl, 1989).

This study also attempted to ascertain the degree to which hoarding features distinguished hoarding participants from those with OCD. Hoarding participants were found to differ from OCD patients and community controls on all three hoarding factors. This finding is consistent with evidence of weak associations among hoarding and common OCD symptoms (Abramowitz et al, 2008; Wu & Watson, 2005) as well as factor analytic research revealing the independence of hoarding from OCD symptoms (Bloch, Landeros-Weisenberger, Rosario, Pittenger, & Leckman, 2008). These results add to converging lines of evidence suggesting that hoarding may best be considered an independent disorder with its own unique set of primary symptoms, comorbidity profile, neuropsychological weaknesses, and treatment implications. OCD patients and community controls did not differ on any of the three hoarding factors. This finding is not surprising because the participants with both clinically significant hoarding and OCD were assigned to the hoarding group. Without participants with significant hoarding symptoms, the OCD group does not differ from community controls on levels of hoarding behavior.

Several limitations were apparent in the current study. The high frequency of female participants (76%) in the hoarding sample, although typical of clinical studies, does not match epidemiological findings regarding gender distribution (Iervolino et al, 2009; Mueller et al, 2009; Samuels et al, 2008; Timpano et al, 2011). These findings may need replication with a sample of males with hoarding problems. The older age of the hoarding sample compared to OCD participants, although also typical of clinical studies of these populations,
could have influenced differences between groups on symptom severity. The current study relied on two self-report assessments and one interview. MTMM should be extended to domains of assessment that do not rely so heavily on self-report (e.g., behavioral observation, significant other report).

A more complete and accurate understanding of hoarding will hopefully enhance the efficacy of cognitive-behavioral treatments. This is especially important given the less-than-optimal treatment response of individuals struggling with hoarding (Pertusa et al, 2010; Steketee & Frost, 2003) and complex comorbidity patterns associated with the disorder (Frost et al, 2011). Efficacious treatment developments inevitably hinge on the thoroughness and accuracy of a clinical understanding of hoarding.
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Highlights

- Convergent and discriminant validity of three hoarding domains were examined in a MTMM matrix.
- The three-factor model provided an adequate fit for the data.
- Convergent validities were high, but hoarding factors evidenced poor discriminant validity.
- Each factor discriminated hoarding from OCD patients and community controls.
Figure 1.
Multitrait-multimethod correlated uniquenesses model of the key features of hoarding with completely standardized parameter estimates. SI_C = clutter subscale items from the Saving Inventory—Revised, Modified Format (SI-R); SI_A = acquisition subscale items from the SI-R; SI_D = difficulty discarding/saving subscale items from the SI-R; OC_C = clutter item from the Obsessive-Compulsive Inventory—Revised (OCI-R); OC_A = acquisition item from the OCI-R; OC_D = discarding item from the OCI-R; HR_C = clutter item from the Hoarding Rating Scale-Interview (HRS-I); HR_A = acquisition item from the HRS-I; HR_D = discarding item from the HRS-I. *p < .01, **p < .001.
Figure 2.
Multitrait-multimethod correlated uniquenesses model with covariates and unstandardized parameter estimates. Hoarding and OCD are the dummy-coded covariates, and community controls are the reference group. $SI_C$ = clutter subscale items from the Saving Inventory—Revised, Modified Format (SI-R); $SI_A$ = acquisition subscale items from the SI-R; $SI_D$ = difficulty discarding/saving subscale items from the SI-R; $OC_C$ = clutter item from the Obsessive-Compulsive Inventory—Revised (OCI-R); $OC_A$ = acquisition item from the OCI-R; $OC_D$ = discarding item from the OCI-R; $HR_C$ = clutter item from the Hoarding Rating Scale-Interview (HRS-I); $HR_A$ = acquisition item from the HRS-I; $HR_D$ = discarding item from the HRS-I. *$p < .001$. 
Table 1

Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hoarding Group</th>
<th>Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder Group</th>
<th>Community Controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(N = 178)</td>
<td>(N = 96)</td>
<td>(N = 130)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Range</td>
<td>20–78</td>
<td>18–74</td>
<td>21–83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mean (SD)</td>
<td>53.3&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (9.46)</td>
<td>34.5&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (13.7)</td>
<td>52.6&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (13.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>% Female</strong></td>
<td>79.8%</td>
<td>47.9%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- White</td>
<td>86.0%</td>
<td>85.6%</td>
<td>88.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- African American</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Asian American</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Native American</td>
<td>.6%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Hispanic</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Other</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Means with different superscripts are significantly different from each other at p < .001.
Table 2

Multitrait-Multimethod Matrix of Hoarding Constructs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SI-R</th>
<th>OCI-R—Hoarding</th>
<th>HRS-I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clutter</td>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>Discarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI-R</td>
<td>Clutter</td>
<td>( .981 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>.829</td>
<td>( .927 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCI-R</td>
<td>Clutter</td>
<td>.906</td>
<td>.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>.796</td>
<td>.823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discarding</td>
<td>.797</td>
<td>.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADIS-IV-L</td>
<td>Clutter</td>
<td>.914</td>
<td>.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acquisition</td>
<td>.778</td>
<td>.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discarding</td>
<td>.860</td>
<td>.756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviations</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>8.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. SI-R = Saving Inventory—Revised, Modified Format; OCI-R = Obsessive Compulsive Inventory—Revised; HRS-I = Hoarding Rating Scale-Revised. Values on the diagonal in parentheses are indicator reliabilities (N/A indicates that Cronbach’s alphas could not be obtained for the OCI-R and ADIS-IV-L because single-item measures were used for hoarding dimensions); bolded correlations are convergent validities; single-line boxes are heteromethod blocks; double-line boxes are monomethod blocks; correlations in monomethod blocks represent heterotrait-monomethod coefficients; non-bolded correlations in heteromethod blocks represent heterotrait-heteromethod coefficients.